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Back-to-Basics Summer Series – What Can I Give? 

By Dayna Gelinas 

To think “What can I give?” rather than “What can I get?” puts you in the Giving Seat, the seat of having 

enough, being enough.  “What can I give” is also an expression of caring.        

“What can I get” is an attitude of wanting, possessing and hoarding.  This attitude puts you in the 

Lacking Seat, the seat of dissatisfaction and usually the seat of unfulfilled expectations.  

Think for a moment about how much your body and mind give you.   

 Your feet and legs carry you everywhere you go.    

 Your hands and arms hold things, hug people, and work every day.    

 Your heart beats nonstop, sending blood and nutrients to every cell in your body.   

 Your lungs breathe in and out, so does each cell in your body.   

 Your stomach digests your food, breaking it down for the blood.   

 All your vital organs perform all their vital tasks just to keep you alive and balanced internally.   

 Your mind voluntarily thinks for you anytime you ask it to, and your brain messages all the parts 

of your body via the neurological system and the spine.   

 The bones give you mobility and the muscles move the bones…   

All day every day, this amazing body/mind combo is serving your every whim, giving, giving, giving.  

What are you giving you in return? 

What can you give your body?  What can you give your mind?   

How can you nurture this amazing gift of your physical/mental being?   

By doing YOGA!   

Practicing YOGA regularly gives your body/mind 

 A Good Seat – Hip Openers  

 Cleansing Breath – Movement Flow  

 Clear Directions – Standing Postures  

 A Steady Gaze – Inversions   

 A Quiet Mind – Meditation  

 A Peaceful Heart – Pranayama  

 Correct Posture – Standing Postures (with affirmations) 

 Freedom of Expression – Backbends  
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W1:  Give your body/mind A Good Seat  

Ephesians 2:6-7 – God raised us up with Christ and seated us with him … in order that He might show 

the incomparable riches of His grace expressed in His kindness to us. 

Reflection:  How often do you give your body and mind the gift of simply sitting quietly with Christ?  Not 

asking Him for anything, not telling Him anything, but simply sitting … with … Him?   

Sitting quietly—resting your body and mind—may be the hardest thing you will ever teach your body 

and mind to do, but give your body/mind that gift, and enjoy the kindness of the Lord toward you.   

Truly, there is no God like our God who invites us to sit with Him in the heavenly realms.     

Asana Focus:  Hip opening sequence (adapted from a Yoga Journal article).  Do a sequence of hip 

opening poses that will bring ease to your seated posture.   The Yoga Sutra states that the seated 

posture should be steady and comfortable.  Sit at the beginning of class to note how comfortable and 

steady your posture is, then return to that same posture at the end of class and note any difference in 

the steadiness or comfort of the pose.  Rest there in ease for a short meditation period of 3-5 minutes.  

End with Savasana. 

Western Challenges to a Good Seat:   

 pain and instability in the knees 

 tightness and aching in the hips and sacrum 

 fatigue and cramping in the back muscles 

These conditions are due to our ever-cushier chairs and sofas which have  

 Weakened our back muscles 

 Kept our hamstrings in a constant state of gripping 

 Forced our heads to jut forward 

 Pushed our sacrums backward 

 And rounded our upper backs 

To sit comfortably in a seated posture, you need 

 External rotation in your hips.  If you don’t have this, your body will accommodate your attempt 

to rotate the hips at the next available joint:  the knee or pelvis, aka the lower back.  This then 

causes everything else to go out of alignment:  The whole spine slumps, the head falls forward, 

the diaphragm compresses, all of which impedes blood flow to the core of the body and restricts 

breathing. 

 Strength in the muscles running along the spine,  

 Flexible hamstrings and glutes 

The following sequence of poses can help with these issues and bring ease to your seated posture. 
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1.  Siddhasana – relieves stiffness in the knees and ankles and tones the abdominal region and 

lower back 

2. Uttanasana with block – encourages internal rotation of the heads of your femurs; widens the 

distance between the femur heads and broadens the pelvic floor.  Femurs move to the sides and 

back within the hip sockets.   

Inhale – lengthen from tailbone to crown. 

Exhale – Extend spine and extend forward from the hips.  Rest hands on floor or blocks. 

Continue to internally rotate thighs.  Point sitting bones toward ceiling. 

3. Down Dog with block – Encourages the adductors to soften and release; femur heads move 

outward in hip sockets as they internally rotate; strengthens and elongates the spinal muscles 

and encourages the pelvis to tilt properly. 

Bend your knees – lift your heels-extend sitting bones up toward the ceiling. 

Straighten the knees and press back through the heels.  Head down, neck long. 

Internally rotate the thighs. 

4. Supta Padangusthasana II with feet pressing into wall and block supporting upper outer thigh 

– Deepens external rotation of the femur heads and encourages them to move back within the 

hip sockets.  Stretches the groins and inner thighs. 

Use your hand to externally rotate the thigh while using your muscles to internally rotate it, 

adding resistance.  Continue this counter-rotation for several breaths, then release into a 

deeper external rotation. 

5. Half Happy Baby Pose with optional strap – Stretches and releases the groins, inner hamstrings, 

and upper inner thigh muscles. 

Draw thigh toward outside of shoulder so that thigh is parallel to floor and shin is perpendicular 

to floor.  Slowly straighten other leg.   Hold one minute.  Straighten leg and join other one.  Do 

#6 before changing sides. 

6. Supta Ardha Padmasana with block supporting upper out thigh – Stretches and releases your 

groins, external rotators, and inner thighs while externally rotating femur heads. 

Move from the hip joint and turn leg out into half lotus, placing the foot on top of the other 

thigh.  Hold ankle with opposite hand or use a belt, keeping the foot near the groin while 

releasing the knee toward the floor.  Support thigh with block for several breaths.  Then press 

thigh against block for 5-10 seconds.  Release and let your thigh fall closer to the ground, 

lowering the support.  Repeat this process of pressing and releasing 2 more times.  Switch sides 

and do both # 5 & 6. 

7.  Janu Sirsasana with block between foot and thigh – Teaches the body that the thigh can 

externally rotate even as you bend forward from the hip joints, an action that is key to finding 

ease and stability to an upright sitting position. 

Begin in Dandasana.  Use hand to draw inner knee and leg toward groin.  Guide leg in until knee 

is at a 90% angle with straight leg.  Place block between foot and inner thigh.  Keep slight 

internal rotation to straight leg.   

Move from lower abdominal muscles to face straight leg. 

Use hand to help externally rotate the bent knee thigh as you bend forward over the straight 

leg.  After 20-30 seconds, release your hand and try to hold the external rotation. 
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8. Baddha Konasana with back against wall (and block between feet) – Helps strengthen the 

spinal muscles and tone the abdomen; externally rotates the femurs as it stretches the groins 

and inner thighs. 

Pull buttocks flesh straight up from behind.  Now place block between feet. 

Sit on support to keep knees even with hip points. 

Lengthen spine leading with crown of head. 

Stretch inner thigh from inner groin to inner knee, lowering knees. 

Use hands on ankles to draw up.  Lift abdomen.  Stay for 30 seconds then hinge forward slightly, 

keeping neutral lumbar curve. 

9. Upavistha Konasana with back against the wall– (Wide Angle Seated Pose) – Placing fingertips 

under lower thighs focuses the stretch on the upper inner thighs while protecting from over 

stretching muscles and ligaments around the inner knee. 

Lean forward slightly and place hands palms down just above the knees.   

Press fingers into floor, back of hands into thighs, thighs into hands.  Flex feet and lift up 

through sides of body.  Stay for 20-30 seconds, then hinge forward without losing natural curves 

of spine for several breaths. 

10. Siddhasana, Sukasana, Virasana or Padmasana. 

A good meditation pose should 

 be one you can hold without fidgeting or fussing 

 provide a solid foundation. 

 allow you to experience balance between release and effort, grounding and lift, 

surrender and exertion. 

 bring a sense of clarity and alertness  

11. Seated Meditation for 5-10 minutes  

 

W2:  Give your body/mind Cleansing Breath  

Genesis 2:7 – The Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the 

breath of life. 

Reflection:  When is the last time you watched the gift of breath move through your own body?    

Maybe you’ve watched a baby breathe or someone else you love, and you’ve enjoyed the simple act of 

seeing their body rise and fall with the breath.  The rise and the fall of the body probably signaled life or 

peace to you.   

The ancient peoples saw the breath as a force that ran through mind, body, and spirit like a river running 

through a dry valley, giving sustenance to everything in its course.  Now in modern times few of us, 

when faced with fatigue, illness, or anxiety, look to our breath as a possible source of regeneration.  

Because our breath is right under our noses, the significance of this ever-renewable source of life and 

energy has escaped our attention. 
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Breathing affects our respiratory, cardiovascular, neurological, gastrointestinal, muscular, and psychic 

systems.  It has an effect on our sleep, memory, energy levels, and concentration. 

Everything we do—the pace we keep, the feelings we have, and the choices we make—are influenced 

by the rhythmic metronome of our breath. 

Today’s practice will offer us the opportunity to refine and improve this remarkable gift of breath within.  

When we breathe in a relaxed fashion, we move from a destructive metabolic state to a constructive 

one.  When we use our breath to shift from operating in a chronic stress mode to a mode of relaxed 

alertness, protein, fat, and carbohydrates are synthesized; production of cells for immune system 

activation are increased; bone repair and growth are promoted; and cellular, hormonal, and 

psychological processes are enhanced. 

Asana Focus:  Moving with the Breath.  With focus on the breath and breath awareness, do short, asana 

flows that move the spine in all directions in sync with the breath.   Begin seated, move to the knees or 

lunges, then to standing, and finally to reclining vinyasas.  End the class by lying on the belly while 

observing the breath before moving into Savasana.   

 

W3:  Give your body/mind Clear Directions 

Micah 6:8 – He has showed you, O man, what is good.  And what does the Lord require of you?  To act 

justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 

Reflection:  To act justly means to act reasonably, correctly, properly.  To act honorably and 

conscientiously.  How do you do this in your body?  How do you treat your body justly?  I believe it 

means that when your body is over-worked and tired, you rest it; when your body is hungry, you feed it  

good, healing food; when your body is in pain or hurting, you nourish it with care and attention. 

To love mercy is to love it when an offender is shown compassion; to love it when someone receives a 

blessing from God even if they did nothing to deserve it; or to love it when someone has a fortunate 

circumstance, or when compassion is shown to a victim of misfortune.  Does your body ever receive 

your mercy?  Do you ever have compassion on your body?   

Your body works for you day after day…  It deserves a little mercy, doesn’t it?  Is it justice to never have 

mercy on your own body?  And yet to place demands on it day    after    day?  Having mercy on your 

body isn’t sitting it down in your favorite chair, filling it up with snack food and watching TV.  That is 

neglecting your body.  To have mercy on it is to nurture it with good things.  Let’s do that today. 

To walk humbly with God is to walk in agreement…    with…    Him.  To not be proud    or haughty    or 

pretentious,    but to let…    Him…    lead.    

How does the Lord lead you in your body?  Doesn’t he say, “Come to me.     Take my yoke.     It is easy 

and light.     I will give you rest”?  Let’s move through our practice like that today, with that awareness. 
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Asana Focus:  Standing Poses.  Today we will give our body clear directions as we practice some 

standing poses.  We will act justly toward it and give it clear alignment cues.  We will have reasonable 

expectations for our practice.  We will stand in correct alignment and conscientiously move from one 

pose to another.  We will have mercy on our body.  We will show it compassion even if it doesn’t 

deserve it.  We will bless our body with nourishing postures and careful attentiveness.  In doing so, we 

will be walking humbly with our God.  We will let Him guide us into a place of rest in each posture.   

Take your class through foundational standing poses, not so much to build strength or endurance but to 

move gently through the major muscle groups.  Think about the 6 movements of the back and hips and 

shoulders.  Hit all 18 points as you clearly direct your students and encourage them to move with 

compassion and ease. 

The following sequence will do just that: 

Back: 

1. Uttanasana 

2. Standing Backbend 

3. Half Moon 

4. Utkatasana with a twist 

Shoulders: 

1. Hasta Tadasana – both clasps 

2. Gomukasana arms – legs wide 

3. Garudasana arms – Tadasana legs 

4. Garudasana legs at wall 

5. Garudasana – full pose 

6. Standing Yoga Mudra  - legs wide – both clasps 

Hips: 

1. Exalted Warrior  

2. Warrior II 

3. Warrior I  

4. Warrior I – with Yoga Mudra 

5. Pyramid – bowing forward 

6. Half Lotus Forward Fold 

On the Floor: 

Whatever feels good!  Think justice, mercy, humility. 
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W4:  Give your body/mind A Steady Gaze  

Matthew 10:16 – I am sending you out as sheep among wolves.  Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and 

as innocent as doves. 

Reflection:  Sometimes we get thrown to the wolves.  When we find ourselves in those situations, we 

often wonder, “How in the world did this happen?”  or “How in the world did I get here?”  If we’re not 

careful, we can lose our focus in those situations and get all caught up in the snarls and howls of the 

wolf pack.  But even when we are surrounded by wolves, Jesus commanded us to keep a cool head on 

our shoulders and maintain our innocence.  He even gave us a specific strategy so we wouldn’t lose our 

focus; he told us to be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.    

Today we’re going to apply this strategy to one of the foundational yoga basics—our gaze.  The official 

“yoga gaze” is sharp and soft at the same time.  You fix your discerning eyes on one keen point, much 

like a wily snake fixes its eyes on its prey; but you also keep your eyes soft and open like a content, 

cooing, innocent pair of doves.   It doesn’t matter if you are standing on two feet, sitting tied up in a 

pretzel shape or balancing on your head, the appropriate yoga gaze is always soft and sharply steady 

simultaneously.  That means the muscles around the eyes are relaxed and the gaze of the eyes is fixed 

and exact, looking at one point while still taking in the periphery.  In yoga, we call this way of focusing 

“keeping the inner gaze.”  The outer focal point may change depending on your posture, but this inner 

awareness of looking at things—both softly and sharply—does not.  You will find that your gaze reveal s 

much about your attitude—whether it’s sharp and discerning like a snake or soft and forgiving like a 

dove.  The key is to have a nice blend of the two.       

Asana Focus:  Inversions.  Choose level-appropriate postures that have both sharp, shrewd components 

and elements that are soft and gentle.  In the inversions with the soft gentle elements, can the student 

stay sharply focused and present?  On the more challenging inversions, can the student remain calm and 

relaxed?  Remind them that keeping such a gaze is an advanced yoga skill and to allow time for it to 

develop.  The disciples didn’t exactly get it right the first few times they were surrounded by wolves 

either.  Grace supplies both room and power to grow.    

Easy Inversions:  Legs up the wall, Uttanasana, Pyramid with blocks, Wide angle forward fold, 

Supported Bridge 

More challenging Inversions:  Half Moon, Standing Splits, Bridge – one leg up, Handstand, 

Shoulderstand, Headstand, Forearm Balance 
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Possible Sequence for Relax and Renew Class  

All postures are done with the head supported and held for 2-5 minutes.  

1. Breathe – Visualize the skin around the eyes, throat, jaw, and mouth softening. 

2. Child’s Pose 

3. Down Dog 

4. Uttanasana 

5. Headstand (if practiced regularly) 

6. Shoulderstand 

7. Plow 

8. Revolved Abdomen 

9. Supported Bridge 

10. Siddhasana  

Possible Sequence for Yoga Basics Level 1-2 Class   

1.  Supported Fish 

2. T-Shape Arm Stretch with Fist Wrist Rolls – 3x each direction 

3. Fire Log Pose with Bee Breath – both sides 

4. Down Dog at wall – 2x for 5 breaths 

5. Table with strap around upper arm just above elbows – Relax trapezius – Melt the heart – Turn  

hands out to release traps – Engage forearms while relaxing traps – 3x 

6. Down Dog from table with exhalation with Strap around upper arms.  Focus on forearms to 

press up using the area just below the inner elbow as a focal point – 2x for 5 breaths 

7. Plank on the exhale – 5 breaths 

8. Down Dog – Plank using abs not hips 

9. Dolphin with fingers interlaced – Exhale forward, Exhale back – 5x 

10. Repeat Dolphin 5x with fingers interlaced other way 

11. Half Hand stand at wall with balls of feet touching – 5 breaths.  Repeat 2x more.  Option one 

foot on wall with other foot only 12 inches off floor 

12. Handstand – Back leg is swing leg.  Front leg is push leg.  Do lots of little kicks. Head up until feet 

touch the wall.  Breathe deeply.  Ride the exhalation into the pose.   
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W5:  Give your body/mind a Quiet Mind  

Isaiah 30:15 – In quietness and trust is your strength. 

Reflection:  According to the Sovereign Lord, strength is found in quietness, not in voicing opinions, not 

in being right; but simply by trusting in Him, quietly, we are made strong. 

Asana Focus:  A full body preparation for sitting in meditation and/or Centering Prayer.  Using the 

Viniyoga style, open the shoulders and hips with movement and breath to quiet the mind.  Repeat each 

pose 4x moving with the breath, then hold the pose for 4 breaths.   

Possible Sequence for Relax and Renew Class  

1. Savasana w/ Body Awareness of Breath 

2. Push Downs w/ back on exhale 

3. Knee to Chest/ Knee to Side – 4x w/ breath, then hold4 breaths 

4. Reclining Staff w/ arms, w/ Breath 

5. Reclining Big Toe I w/ Breath, then hold 

6. Reclining Wide Angle Pose w/ Breath and Resistance 

7. Reclining Big Toe I, II, and III w/ Strap or Holding Toe (for advanced) 

8. Bridge w/ Breath 

9. Revolved Abdomen Pose (knees bent or straight) w/ Breath, then Hold 

10. Knees to Chest and rock, then roll up, and roll over w/ ankles crossed, stepping back 

11. Locust variations: 

a. Opposite arm and leg 

b. Arms only 

c. Legs only 

d. Half locust/ Half bow OR Arms and Legs 

e. Bow (for advanced) 

12. Table into Child’s Pose w/breath 

13. Head to Knee Pose w/breath 

14. Centering Prayer – 5-10 minutes  

15. Savasana 
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Possible Sequence for Yoga Basics Level 1-2 Class   

1. Mountain & Upward Reaching Mountain w/ Body Awareness of Breath 

2. Spinal Rolls into Full Body Breath 

3. Downward Facing Dog 

4. Table into Child’s Pose w/ Breath 

5. Half Plank – Lower – Cobra – Child  

6. Knee Down Lunge w/ Twist 

7. Child 

8. Locust Variations 

9. Downward Facing Dog into Uttanasana 

10. Triangle Pose 

11. Warrior II 

12. Wide Angle Forward Fold 

13. Wide Angle Forward Fold w/ Twist 

14. Side Angle Pose 

15. Pyramid Pose 

16. Seated Twist 

17. Bound Angle Pose 

18. Centering Prayer 

19. Savasana 

 

W6:  Give your body a Peaceful Heart 

Proverbs 14:30 – A heart at peace gives life to the body…,                                        but envy rots the bones. 

Reflection:  Heart defined – 1) a hollow muscular organ that by rhythmic contraction keeps up the 

circulation of the blood in the body.  [The life is in the blood.]  2) the whole personality; also : the 

emotional or moral as distinguished from the intellectual nature 

Peace defined – 1) a state of calm and quiet.  2) freedom from disturbing thoughts or emotions.  3) a 

state of concord (agreement; harmony) between two persons; also : an agreement to end hostilities. 

Life defined – 1) the quality that distinguishes a vital and functional being from a dead body or 

inanimate matter; also ; a state of an organism characterized esp. by capacity for metabolism, growth, 

reaction to stimuli, and reproduction. 
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Body defined – 1) the physical whole of a living or dead organism. 

Peace is the key word. How do you keep your heart at peace so that you might experience life in your 

body?   

Asana Focus:  Restorative Yoga series from Relax and Renew, Chapter 10, “Inhale, Exhale:  Poses for 

Difficulties in Breathing.”  Each posture allows you to focus on your breathing in a specific way.  Holding 

the poses for longer periods of time gives the body and mind time to meet in the breath, which has a 

calming effect. 

1.  Side Lying Stretch – Breath Awareness  

2. Mountain Brook Pose – Breath Awareness 

3. Supported Bridge Pose – Centering Breath focusing on ribs, upper lungs, & back in turn 

4. Elevated Legs up the Wall Pose – Slow, Steady Breathing 

5. Reclining Hero Pose – Expanding the Upper Chest Breathing 

6. Supported Crossed Legs Pose – Lengthening the Exhalation 

7. Basic Relaxation Pose with Chest Elevated – Normal Breathing 

 

W7:  Give your body/mind Correct Posture  

Proverbs 3:5-6 – Trust in the Lord with all your heart.  Lean not on your own understanding.  In all your 

ways acknowledge Him, and He shall make your paths straight. 

Reflection:  Straight paths.  We need them.  Life throws us enough curve balls as it is, but if we are 

standing on a straight path, we can at least see which way the ball that is coming at us is curving.  This 

summer I’ve been on a mini-semi sabbatical, cutting down my work load from 8 classes a week to 3.  

Doing this added 15 more hours to my week.  I wanted to get with God and find out how I was doing.  I 

wanted to learn what I needed to let go of, what I needed to hold on to, and what I needed to add—to 

my days and weeks and life.  I knew my mind had some weeds that needed pulling, my emotions could 

use a spa day or two, and my will—my wishes and desires—needed updating.  The sabbatical worked.  I 

got these things and more.  I feel like I’m standing taller on my feet and stronger in my soul. 

Asana:  Review with your class the 4 curves of the spine.  Then practice standing postures while keeping 

all the natural curves intact. Notice how much thought and effort is required to keep the natural curves 

in place so that balance and integrity are maintained in every posture.  Declare with your voice the 

following affirmations as you hold each pose: 

 With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

 I depend on God, not on myself, for everything.  

 God knows what is best for me in every course of action. 

 God makes the road I travel straight and free from traps.   
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Possible Sequence for Relax and Renew Class and Gentle Class  

1. Reclining Mountain 

2. Tree at wall – With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

3. Warrior I w/ front foot on chair seat – I depend on God, not on myself, for everything. 

4. Warrior II w/ front foot on chair seat – God knows what is best for me in every course of action. 

5. Pyramid w/ flat back and head resting on chair back– God makes the road I travel straight and 

free from traps. 

6. Easy Half Moon – With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

7. Bharadvajasana w/ chair – I depend on God, not on myself, for everything. 

8. Gate Pose – God knows what is best for me in every course of action. 

9. Paschimottanasana w/ chair – God makes the road I travel straight and free from traps. 

10. Janu Sirsasana Side w/ chair – With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

11.  Bridge Pose – I depend on God, not on myself, for everything. 

12. Revolved Abdomen Pose – God knows what is best for me in every course of action. 

13. Thread the Needle – God makes the road I travel straight and free from traps. 

14. Savasana 

Possible Sequence for Yoga Basics Level 1-2 Class   

15. Mountain 

16. Tree at wall – With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

17. Warrior I – I depend on God, not on myself, for everything. 

18. Warrior II – God knows what is best for me in every course of action. 

19. Pyramid – God makes the road I travel straight and free from traps. 

20. Triangle – With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

21. Revolved Triangle – I depend on God, not on myself, for everything. 

22. Side Angle – God knows what is best for me in every course of action. 

23. Revolved Side Angle – God makes the road I travel straight and free from traps. 

24. Paschimottanasana – With my whole being, I lean on the Lord. 

25. Janu Sirsasana Side 1 – I depend on God, not on myself, for everything. 

26.  Janu Sirsasana Side 2 – God knows what is best for me in every course of action.    

27. Bridge Pose– God makes the road I travel straight and free from traps. 

28. Savasana 
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W8:  Give your body/mind Freedom of Expression   

Psalm 89:2 – I will tell them, “God’s love can always be trusted, and His faithfulness lasts . . .” 

Reflection:  I went to Tallulah Gorge and hiked down a treacherously, strenuous trail, hopping lower and 

lower, from boulder to boulder until reaching the bottom at Sliding Rock.  Mustering up courage to take 

my turn on nature’s slide, I watched as each person approached the crest of rock slide and then took 

slippery plunge down—a hundred feet or more—into green deep.   There were solo sliders, duos, and 

herds of 6 or more.  Some maneuvering carefully, so as not to fall, others slipping and tripping just to get 

seated at rock top.  But, eventually, each body—once gravity and moss and river told hold—surrendered 

fully to rush of white and incline of stone.  One single slider with long red mermaid hair sat in Sukasana 

until breaking her meditation to hold her nose; a litter of six look-alike siblings aged 7 – 18 scooted to 

the top and scuffled off the edge like a pistol firing:  one, two, three, four five, six—oldest brother 

following last.  A quiet mom stood on the side tall and dry, knowing she was witnessing a memory for at 

least 7 lifetimes—God’s children expressing unique joy... and everyone splashing into deep.   

It’s good to be a kid again, to play, to splash, to holler, to gulp river water laughing—because isn’t 

childlikeness an expression of trust in a loving and faithful Someone Watching Over Me? 

Picture yourself at rock top seated in Dandasana.  With your hands, push your bottom into the flow of 

the stream.  Let yourself trust God’s love and faithfulness with sheer childlike abandon.    

Asana:  Find unique expressions of trust in every pose, especially the back bends.  Start shy and timid 

and build to bold confidence. 

 

Level 1-2 

1. Supported Fish Pose using blocks 

2. Cat/Cow 

3. Down Dog/Plank 

4. Down Dog/Up Dog 

5. Sun Salutations emphasizing lunges and 

cobra or updog 

6. Locust/Half Locust and Half Bow/Bow 

7. Low Lunge Twist 

8. High Lunge Twist 

9. Triangle/Side Angle/Half Moon/Grab 

Foot 

10. Down Dog/Plank/Up Dog 

11. Camel 

12. Plank/Side Plank/Wild Thing 

13. Pigeon 

14. Supta Pada Gusthasana 

15. Thread the Needle/Happy Baby 

16. Revolved Abdomen Pose 

17. Savasana 
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Level 1 (Gentle) 

1. Supported Fish Pose using blocks 

2. Cat/Cow 

3. Down Dog/Plank using chair 

4. Up Dog using chair/Down Dog 

5. Locust/Half Locust and Half Bow/Bow 

6. Low Lunge Twist 

7. High Lunge Twist using chair 

8. Triangle/Side Angle 

9. Quad Stretch 

10. Camel using chair 

11. Backbend over chair 

12. Supta Pada Gusthasana 

13. Thread the Needle/Happy Baby 

14. Revolved Abdomen Pose 

15. Savasana 


